vi	RAG-TIME  AND  TANGO
West. More fortunate than most, I have had oppor-
tunities of travel in both sections of the New World ;
and my observations are assembled in the present
volume. Ten years ago a tour of the United, States
took me as far afield as California and Texas; and
the printed consequences formed a volume called
conquistador, which reappears here under the
year 1927. That was a survey of the country as
prosperity climbed to the dizzy pinnacle 0/1929, when
Mr. Coolidge reigned in the White House (and shrewdly
asked, when I was introduced to him as a writer, for
what newspaper I wrote); and I take a modest pride
in having diagnosed six years before my unpleasant
dream came true that "mass-production presupposes
mass-consumption, and that consequently any inter-
ruption, however momentary, of the community's
-ability to consume would dislocate the entire . . , "
But when I next saw Washington, another President
was on the throne and we had all lived through the
breathless days of March, 1933, when breaking banks
were three a penny and the New Deal was very new
indeed. Since there were not so many European
witnesses who watched that astonishing catastrophe
from close at hand, I have included my own notes
on what it looked like to a British visitor. The
same journey gave me a sight of Charleston in the
full glory of its spring flowering, of Lee's battle-fields in
front of Richmond, of the tall shoulder of Vicksburg as
it stood up to face the thunder of Grant's guns, of
Yorktown where the British domination ended and the
quiet beach at Jamestown where it began, of Salt Lake
City with its queer air of something only half disclosed,
and the big mountains standing up behind Seattle as
our steamer nosed its way across the straits towards
British Columbia. These things are not written heret
although they served to deepen one visitor's acquaint-

